A Donut Atom Nuclear Story - Afterword
I have recently learned much by comparing my earlier books with
what I have read in several current science magazine articles. These
latest science articles, with their many computer generated
illustrations provide data that prove many aspects presented in my
published series of Babushka books. They may be read and/or
downloaded for free at www.apocalypse2008-2015.com.
I use many examples from familiar things in nature to explain my
novel model for the structure of an atom’s nucleus and a bit of the
theory behind it. Even so, I know it requires a lot of imagination. A
little patience would go a long way to reward your reading. I offer
insights from my own innovative perspectives proven by my history
of successful hi-tech inventions, though I was not educated in lofty
places to understand nuclear physics.

Many years ago, I worked on SLAG, the Stanford linear accelerator
in Palo Alto, CA. I made klystrons, which gave me an opportunity to
get involved with advanced science and try to visualize the smallest
particles in physics.
I was taught then that the atom is a ball with electrons circling
around it, but I have now come to the conclusion that it more
resembles a donut with invisible energy proton-positron pairs
bunched together that create a current with oscillating high and low
voltage going around it at the speed of light. It is like a dog chasing
its tail. My model conforms to the electrical hand rule applied in an
electrical generator where motion produces magnetism radiating 90°
from the flow of moving current creating forms of light energy.

When you activate the electrical switch on your wall, the light goes
on and even turns on the TV. I ask the question; what is the force
inside the wire? Where does it come from?
The answers will be discussed here. The problem is that no one has
yet figured out where the energy begins to form or explain where it
really comes from. Now for the first time, we can learn about a new
logical concept even embedded in the Bible. God reveals it to those
interested in knowing about it.
Along the way will also learn a lot about God’s Plan for Humanity as
recorded in the Bible because this Donut Atom theory has roots in
ancient Scripture. As a scientist, I was compelled to share this
discovery of a marvelous plan for mankind. I could not keep it quiet,
so I tell an original story what nobody has ever heard of before.
Maybe it could qualify someday for a Nobel Prize in physics.
This little booklet is not religious. I do not endlessly quote the Bible. I
am a retired scientist who must have rational answers to my
questions: what is electricity, gravity, magnetism and life?
I am not satisfied with the answers provided by evolution-based
science. Most atheistic university establishments are only interested
in selling their opinionated fairytale books to gullible people as facts.
Basically the information they sell are only opinions. I look beyond
their theories and under the covers. I even discovered how life is
embedded inside an atom.
Science investigation will always be biased either by an atheistic
evolution religion or Bible-based faith, but research tests, hypothesis
and proposals must not forget logic in the equation. The conclusions
must be compared with the reality that two dimension exist.
Denying the spiritual aspect of man will never discover reality.
Wrong assumptions can never discover facts.
I do not hide my opinions shaped by information found in the Bible,
which prove hard science. If you want to be fair, we should view
science from a circular 360° perspective. If you do so, you might
even get yourself as excited as I am discovering electricity … no
kidding.
My books came through intuition and research for a balanced
perspective AND ARE FREE! God does not charge us to read what he
wrote to educate us about what is on the other side. That is the
place we all will eventually travel to.

A Mini-Babushka Egg Summary of the
Donut Atom Model
People commonly know about and experience three forces in nature
that are mostly invisible unless you do something similar to what I
did as a kid. (Yes, I once stuck my finger in the electrical socket! I
never forget it.) One is magnetism, the other is electrical current,
and, if we pulse that current high and low, we get something called
voltage. I think it links to gravity, also invisible, and follows a similar
pattern.

I applied the electrician’s three finger rule to my Donut Atom theory,
which tells me that magnetism is produced by neutrino-positrons
orbiting around the donut hole at the speed of light. It is analogous
to a plasma beam inside a cyclotron surrounded with magnetism
radiating 90° to the plasma flow all around in a closed circle just like
a nuclear donut hole.
In our case the plasma beam is made from a billion pairs of
neutrinos-protons that behave like the horse pulling a proton
carriage. The neutrino is the energy transformer side like a horse
passing on its energy from the Heh Dimension in form of gravity
from the infinite light energy spectrum located throughout space.
The carriage proton linked to the horse will create spectral lines seen
in light spread out in a rainbow spectrum which ultimately crystallize
out as mass and condense as elements categorized in the Periodic
Table.
The Donut Atom theory further postulated while the sub atomic
energy particles circle around like a dog chasing its tail producing
magnetism, another energy conversion simultaneously happens just
like a generator will produce electricity that ends in light and heat
but on a lower level.
It is analogous to a huge universe cyclotron transferring energy.
Stand on the top of a dam with a huge lake behind it and observe. It
collects water and transfers energy converted by means of a
generator made up of spinning magnets below the dam. This
process produces another form of energy, which is then reduced. It
is then transferred by overland wires to you as electricity to light
your house and a refrigerator with the little magnet stuck on the
door.
That is not the end of the cycle, as money must be paid to
the investor who will build more spinning turbines with
another dam behind a lake. The lake needs regular inputs of
rain to be refilled on a cycle to keep generating the electricity.
That cycle depends on the sun evaporating water to create
clouds and rain to fill the lake.
But the cycle keeps going and needs the sun. It is just another
transformer station that steps down the infinite energy, but this time
the source is a bigger energy generator - the Heh dimension Throne
of God. It is stepped down through the core structure of Donut
Atoms to appear as measurable gravity. All energy is linked to Donut
Atoms’ pushing neutrons that come from and go to the universe
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gravity pool in God’s Throne, the source of all energy in the
universe.

Fractured atoms like manure stuck on the Nebel chamber
walls will never tell how many cows got milked in the barn.

God’s Throne simultaneously fuels three universe theater stages:
the Heh, Daleth and Jod dimensions. Neutrons are the mail carriers
and must be recharged 100% each cycle, like the water refilling the
lake behind the dam. It keeps the universe running like a gigantic
cyclotron just as electricity from the dam keeps our civilization
running.

My Donut Atom theory is easier to understand as the apple
atom cyclotron plasma beam has many embedded neutrinoprotons running around in a circle like a horse and carriage.
The running around squeezes magnetism out the walls as
only so much space is available, and it becomes electricity
90° to the flow of speeding dogs. Now we have a model
where energy is ultimately coming from as it is always
recycled at God’s Throne via gravity if you understand my
thinking.
To sum it up again my Donut Atom model works in reverse
from a cyclotron perspective creating magnetism and thus
changing into light as seen in the Nebel-chamber indicating
particles with a radiating frequency. This produces elements
with spectral lines which end up as elements you will find
collected in the Periodic Table. In the real Donut Atomic
world, similar to a cyclotron squeezed by magnetism every
time a portion of a converted magnetic ray passes the donut
hole, its magnetism will be compress and then expanded on
the other side - happily pulsating, not being pressured, but it
will still be forced again through the donut hole. This transfers
and converts infinite energy in the form of gravity at a certain
frequency level we can use.

The Bible tells us there is a great rainbow above God’s throne
with spectral lines embedded as recorded by the Apostle John
2,000 years ago. (Revelation 4:2-3) This rainbow above God’s
Throne was a major discovery for me as it is coupled to the
universe cyclotron fueling three universe theater stages. It is
also the key to defining a better atom theory – along
explaining how a refrigerator magnet looks on the inside with
its many Donut Atom dogs chasing their tails. My Kids like
that story.
The dual rainbow pictures next reveals a mystery showing us
the resonance between a Daleth and Heh dimensions. It
functions like a transformer transferring the invisible energy
from the heavenly Heh dimension to usable energy in the
material universe the Daleth dimension, most specifically for
our use on earth. It is analogue when we hit a “C” key on the
piano the next octave higher “C” will resonate with a
frequency and transfer sound energy we can hear if you are a
musician.
That symbiotic relationship between matter and energy was
originally formulated mathematically by Dr. Albert Einstein in
E=mC². That is now expanded one notch higher by my Donut
Atom model. Physics now makes more rational sense to me
than how it was explained years ago at Stanford. I can now
understand how gravity, magnetism and energy are
converted with life embedded inside the atom, which can be
expressed in a new, never before postulated formula:
E∞=m(+∞C/–∞C)².
This concept is totally new to science. The traditional picture
of electrons circling around a ball is further advanced to a
scientific model where proton-positrons move inside a Donut
Atom at the speed of light to produce magnetism, which is
squeezed out around and through the donut hole as excess
energy must go somewhere and cannot be lost.
That will open the question, “Where does the energy come
from to explain why the electrons circle endlessly around the
nuclear ball?” It is not yet explained by scientist even building
bigger cyclotrons smashing atoms with bigger force.

Conventional science does not know where atomic energy
comes from. It stipulates that the electrons forever orbit the
atomic nuclear ball in the center since the Big Bang in the
universe 13 billion years ago. But entropy laws teach that
that theory is not possible running forever as energy must
follow the second law –what runs get hot and loses speed.
But in my Donut Atom model, protons-neutrons move around
inside the donut hole endlessly without friction connected to
the source producing a force called gravity according to the
electrical three-finger rule. However, it goes back and keeps
circling inside this gigantic cyclotron again to start the process
over in space once more returning to get recharged again.
Energy is never lost according to the First Law of
Thermodynamics, so it must go back to the source to be
renewed. Just like the water flows down the river into the
ocean and returns via clouds and rain in the mountains to
start the water cycle all over again.
But the law of entropy teaches us that some energy will be
lost; therefore, a little less than 100% actually returns. This is
designed by God for our benefit. What is leftover from the
gravity cycle becomes free energy to fuel the earth as
demonstrated by the natural biological life in our world - now
explained with DNA. The reduction of energy according to
entropy or Second Law of Thermodynamics is caused by a
time parabolic dimension to make the math equation come
out right. That makes the inertia in the universe flywheel run
slower. It will eventually end, fizzed out in Taw, the last letter
in the Hebrew Alphabet Number System.
That would surprise Dr. Einstein. He would turn in his grave
to fill in the gap he noticed in his theory. His theory could not
explain why light is slowing down. I am sure he would be
happy to get this answer presented in this Donut Atom
Nuclear Story. Check out the Daleth-Heh and Jod dimensions
that explain our universe from God’s perspective. Even
atheistic science accepts the existence of a multi-dimensional
universe.
It combines those three energy forces so they can be
transmitted together like the electrician’s three finger rule. A
spectral analyzer shows that each one is on a different
oscillating energy level, bunched together as some donuts are
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bigger than others. Or, the three invisible forces clustered
become mass expressed as elements in the Periodic Table. If
two donuts come together, the gravity force in the hole gets
two times bigger as they bunch together with magnetic force
fields aligning in the same direction, forming a taller hole.
Like two magnets stuck together.
We cannot close a story without a good illustration of applied
Donut physics and should look at some galaxies with a dark
hole in the center. It is a good graphic image of what is really
happening inside a Donut Atom. Since Atom Donuts are
constantly born and form, their different stages can be
observed in a pulse-star with a black hole - a good example
of the early development of the donut-galaxy universe. The
micro universe must be seen in the macro universe as the
same laws apply.
The galaxy hole is like an antenna collecting invisible gravity
energy frequencies emanating from the outer universe, which
is the metaphysical Heh dimension we call the Throne of
Heaven. It sends out infinite, invisible light energy like an
ocean throughout the universe, but this energy is scaled
down inside the Donut Atom, which becomes a transformer to
reduce the infinity light energy to the speed of light of about
186,000 miles/second.
We should be thankful daily for receiving this free energy gift
from God to live a little longer. We can analyze its
composition through the spectral lines embedded in the
rainbow colors coming from space. This set up makes the
Daleth dimension possible as a material or physical dimension
now better explained with science.
Looking at the Hubble Telescope photographs, we can see the
invisible energy sucked into the galaxy hole with gravity
acting like an overpowered, gigantic vacuum cleaner. It
collects all the invisible energy floating around and evenly
distributes it across the universe space dimension, where it
becomes concentrated in galactic centers.
Inside those gigantic galactic cyclotrons, we can recognize a
scaled down energy converter that drives the neutrino-proton
like a horse and carriage. Ultimately, this energy becomes
crystallized as material elements used by business to make
some money - like the magnet stuck on my refrigerators.
The intense gravity energy is then transferred according to a
reversed three-finger electrical rule, 90° to the direction of
suction, to generate a current with transformed magnetism.
That propels the invisible neutrons pushing and chasing the
protons around the apple slices inside the Donut Atom from
large diameter to small diameter at the speed of light, which
transfers energy scaled down to a lower level crystallized out
as elements seen in spectral lines of the Periodic Table.

investigated how negatively charged electrons might be
sucked around the apple ball as the magnetic field turns in
conjunction with them. That could explain why electrons are
moving as the magnetic field is moving, too with the
positively charged protons to produce polarized magnetism.
The accepted atom model says that if the nucleus is the size
of a cherry the next electron is 3 miles away, meaning the
electrical field greatly affects others in the neighborhood.
They made tests and discovered that the forces communicate
with each other over long distances at speeds much faster
than the speed of light, which surprised them. The commonly
accepted model keeps them from postulating better
explanations. The size and strength of a magnetic field
depends on how the apple donut atoms clump smaller and
larger like magnets to vary the size. It remains for the
valence department to explain the rules of Donut Atom
spooning.

Galaxy Pictures Demonstrate the
Donut Atom Model
Seeing Galaxies in space is visual demonstrating what a
Donut Atom looks like, as the same electrical three finger rule
law applies to both dimensions either in the Heh and Daleth
dimension or this micro- or macro-creation.
When I saw these pictures, I sequenced them according to
the Donut Atom model. You be the judge! Compare the frozen
pictures in the time dimension against the background of now
static universe photographed from the Hubble telescope.
After correcting an initial problem with the lens when the
Hubble Space Telescope was first launched in 1990, the
floating astro-observatory began to relay incredible pictures
of the “final frontier” back to Earth.
Recently, astronauts voted on the top photographs taken by
Hubble in its 16-year journey so far. Remarking in the article
from the Daily Mail, reporter Michael Hanlon says the photos
“illustrate that our universe is not only deeply strange, but
also almost impossibly beautiful.”
Astronomers Selected the Top Ten Most Amazing Pictures
Taken by Hubble Space Telescope in Last 16 Years.

Cone Nebula

Think. It is like magnets passing a conductor in a generator:
they create an electrical current, which is demonstrated by a
light bulb plugged into the socket. We can turn the turbine
faster - over 60 hertz - along the invisible spectrum going up
the frequency curve of TV, radio frequencies, etc. to the
visible light of seven rainbow colors, and past the visible
range and beyond as high up as alpha and gamma rays.
In fact, it can go even faster to beyond material manifestation
marked with ∞ energy spectrum in science. That would
create higher energy in the generator with a ∞ billion-billion
volts. The Donut Atom model is just reversed like a generator
or a motor can be, but scaled down for our use.
Some scientists may not accept my idea that the atom is
shaped like a fat round apple because their thinking needs
electrons for the old model. No problem. I have not

The part pictured here is 2.5 light years in length (the
equivalent of 23 million return trips to the Moon). The Cone
Nebula presents a pregnant galaxy giving birth. It is like a
corral reef spiting out billion Donut Atom babies ticking to
create
more
galaxies
in
an
expanding
universe.
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One Donut Atom Born – top view. Notice how the gravity center
of polarity separates the Heh dimension from the Daleth dimension.
This picture shows Nebula NGC 2392, called Eskimo. It is 5,000 light
years from Earth.

The next two pictures illustrate galactic separation. Notice how they
look like cell division: two galaxies forming like a cell nucleus
dividing. Saturated Donut Atom protons repel each other to separate
in the middle instead of spooning together.
The next pictures demonstrate the formation stage with Proton–
Neutrino polarization. It is the same applied physics whether a
Donut Atom or a galaxy.

The pictures above and below show the Hourglass Nebula, which is
8,000 light years away. It is a model of a Donut Atom forming
sucking gravity infinite energy in its center.

I hope you enjoyed the Hubble Telescope's top ten greatest space
photographs and my notes along the side.
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Explanation of the Front Cover
The front cover of my Donut
Atom book exhibits the
parabolic time dimension
formula suspended between
two Hebrew letters, Heh (h)
and Daleth ()ד. These letters
show a polarized exchange
in an energy equation that
connects the metaphysicalspiritual universe dimension
and is invisible to mortal
eyes. It is joined to the
material side of creation but
still controlled by the laws of
physics.
This
diagram
basically
illustrates the laws of a
transformer that reduces or converts infinite energy to a lower level.
It is empowered by same forces we see at work in DNA, which is
organized by complex intelligence. In a nutshell, my Donut Atom
Model spells out an unusual story that has never been proposed in
the halls of education.
The book’s front cover focuses on the two Hebrew letters Heh (h)
and Daleth ()ד. They are connected by electromagnetic lines of
force. Looking at it from a perspective of simple strokes to make the
letter, both letters have a single horizontal line at their tops. In the
ancient Semitic (Arabic or Hebrew) world, anything above the
horizontal line is symbolized as God - the divine Creator, the invisible
One God. Nothing can exist beside God.
There are no symbols above the line, but below it, a vertical line
descends along the right side in both letters. It represents the divine
extension of another world emanating from the One God. It signifies
the new beginning stated in Genesis when God created. In the Heh
(h), there is a second, unconnected vertical line under the horizontal
line on the left side. It sits in mirror image to the connected line on
the right just as the earthly dimension of this time is an image of the
heavenly Heh dimension.
The first verse in Genesis announces God’s Plan for Humanity on
earth in the midst of Heaven. The Bible provides instruction and
answers the thousands of questions intelligent people ponder and
eventually ask. The Hubbell telescope, mankind’s wonderful “eye in
the sky” has revealed to our ever curious species where Heaven
begins. Its telescopic lens continues to probe ever further. God, in
Genesis gets straight to the point by describing how this universe is
fuelled by (∞) infinite light invisible to us.
Human eyes are calibrated to see only the colors of the rainbow –
the seven-spectrum frequency. Infinity expands far beyond gammabeta rays and will be explained later. Invisible gravity is another
form of infinite energy. The infinite light is cycled in God’s creation
within an embedded parabolic time dimension. This mystery is fully
explained in my Donut Atom book.
Genesis 1:6 has always been poorly translated as water, like (Mem)
separating the firmament. It has a connotation of an Ausdehnung
(German) and should still be linked to the first verse that states
“heavens above, earth below.”
Theologians believe it must refer to the water in clouds (above) and
the ocean (below). But misunderstanding the Hebrew Alphabet
Number system (HANS) causes problems when deciphering God’s
creation story from a scientific perspective. Many theologians still
adhere to false doctrines taught since the Middle Ages. HANS divides
it into two dimensions - Heh (h) and Daleth ( )ד- to provide a better
understanding of God’s creation.

Looking closer at what the ancient Hebrew letters reveal, we find the
vertical line descending from the right end of the letter (h) Heh’s
horizontal line. It is mirrored by, but not connected to, the vertical
line on the left side, which is separated from the horizontal line. As
the unconnected left vertical line is a mirror image of the right, the
earthly dimension of this time is a separate, reverse image of the
heavenly Heh dimension. The material Daleth dimension
represented by the left line is separated from, but still indirectly
connected to, God via the infinite gravity energy embedded in every
atom. I call it the (+One) force because the natural universe is
mirrored in the invisible heavenly Heh dimension reality.
The two vertical lines (||) in the letter Heh express these two
dimensions. God is now experienced or known visibly through His
creation which is identified with the second Hebrew letter “duality” or
Beth, meaning ”create”. It is located below the horizontal line as it is
dual in nature just as God, the Father and the Son are illustrated in
nature with examples ranging from the caterpillar-butterfly life cycle
and any two-cycle seed system. The macro worldview, an
expanding and accelerating-decelerating universe in the light-time
dimension, will be further investigated and explained in this book.
In Hebrew, the Daleth ()ד, represents the concept of “this world-in
this time.” It does not have a left vertical leg making it incomplete or
only one dimensional. The material world was made by God as
represented in the letter’s one horizontal line. When the left vertical
line in the Heh (h) is connected to the horizontal line above it forms
Chet (x) representing the age of judgment and transition to the end.
Semitic letters and words flow from right to left just like hieroglyphic
picture symbols; therefore, the addition of a short horizontal line
progressing from the left vertical line (towards the right) joins
together into one to become the last Hebrew letter, T=Taw ()ת
meaning “the end of time in eternity.” It also symbolizes the age
when all creation, material and spiritual / metaphysical, will be
united under God’s direct rule previous to the creation of a new
Heaven and new Earth in the coming Jod dimension.
I will end my story by comparing the first Genesis report with the
Donut Atom story and exploring how on the third creation day plants
and vegetation grew without the sun, which only appeared on the
fourth day. This can now be explained due to the appearance of
Infinite light. It was scaled down by a time dimension on the first
day, which has now been scientifically explained in this, my Sixth
Babushka book, A Donut Atom Nuclear Story.
In it I prove that a higher speed-of-light existed in prehistoric times.
We can measure it today. My conclusions are based on the fact that
a larger concentration of atmospheric oxygen causes larger cell sizes
as seen in fossilized bone structures. This observation translates into
two or three times the energy fuel for the ancient biosphere. You
can find it in geology and in coal deposits as well as in the many
bubbles embedded in amber or read magazines1.
The only explanation for this fact is that the initial speed-of-light had
to be faster than at present, which consequentially resulted in the
accelerated growth of ancient plants and animals. Being infinite in
strength, the bio-conversion process when reduced by a parabolic
time dimension could have been as short as reported in Genesis - a
24-hour “shamayyim” (Heavenly) creation day.

The Iron Records of Earth’s Oxygen, Scientists
are decoding the geological secrets of banded iron
formation, by Sid Perkins. Science News, June 20,
2009.

1
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This would be triggered when God activated the dimension of time
and put his plan in motion for people to appear in 4068 BC.
Currently accepted science can only postulate an opinion that
projects this timeframe as billions of years. They have no supporting
facts. My Donut Atom model ends this confusion.
For example, light was
reduced exponentially on the
4th day within the dimension
of time, thus converting
infinite light into a less
intense and usable fuel
source. This occurred when
God moved the Earth in the
Milky Way. Subsequently,
the earth was pulled from the center of the “universe” into our solar
orbit. Galileo got into serious trouble when he pointed this out to the
establishment of his time.
In his infinite wisdom, God used the finite sun as another energy
transformer so that growth rate of vegetation would decrease. By
using a lower energy level it is much more useful for mortals. This is
the principle by which a million volts is reduced by a transformer on
a telephone pole to the 110 volts that every house requires and
utilizes.

showing up that cannot be explained by standard theories. Read all
of the Babushka concept books adding to our knowledge horizon.
The Bible creation story actually ends in the last pages of Revelation
with a redemptive plan for a defective and broken universe that is
no longer useful. It is as static as the Heh-Daleth dimension wrecked and polluted by Satan’s rebellion in 4488 BC. It will soon be
transformed into a new universe dimension finalized in Jod. This will
ensure that the math-energy equations come out correctly.
The Creator has promised a future without death or pain. Satan’s
school of evil and unjust tyranny will be closed down at the end of
the Apocalypse in 2015. That will change human civilization. For the
first time, people will live in peace and prosperity without wars. It
will be a good life for everyone.
After this thousand-year age of peace, everything will utterly pass
away into a black hole. The time has come for another universe with
much better with life cycles. The Saints will emerge to the liberated
life like butterflies do from cocoons. The Bible predicts a totally
different creation, much larger and more beautiful for those who
qualify for the eternal life offered by Jesus Christ. God said there will
be no more death, sickness and pain, He will then, personally, wipe
away all of our tears to start life over again on a different planet
prepared by God.

The growth rate of vegetation was stepped down by reducing the
energy input by lower light intensity. The speed-of-light had slowed
down to about 186,000 miles per second as measured in 2009. But
light speed was different in ancient times as can be seen in geology
and coal deposits using a microscope.
Like a dimmer switch used in our living-rooms set on low, light has
slowed down. Dr. Einstein wondered about the energy flywheel in
the material universe (Daleth) losing inertia according to the laws of
physics so that everything is actually slowing down.
This concept is proven in the greenhouse technology to those
scientifically inclined. Longer or increased light exposure makes for
faster growth. When Daleth ends in the parabolic time curve, the
point in time is represented by Taw, which is the restoration
accomplished by the unification of the dual Heh-Daleth polarities.
The Heh and Daleth letters will disappear and merge into Taw linked
to HANS will then be obsolete, too.
The good news is that the parabolic time dimension will be
transformed into the Jod dimension when Jesus returns to earth and
restores God’s Kingdom on Earth. This event will add more light
again like during the first creation days.
Bible prophecy points out that people will again live to be hundreds
of years old like Abraham and his children in the Old Testament. This
process happens gradually but can be seen by viewing many
examples throughout the world. You don’t even need a doctorate
degree in theoretical physics to discover it. Just be a tourist and
examine some of the ancient castle door frames that still survive
from our past. If you notice, they are much smaller than those used
today. If you don’t notice, you be rewarded with a nice bump on
your head. Also, the steel armor worn by knights was much smaller
than could fit an average person today. We are growing larger
again. It also connects to global warming.
God’s presence on earth will make vegetable grow faster again so
that more food is available to feed the growing third civilization
population. That is projected by prophecy in the Bible - now
explained scientifically in the website in our Forum Pearls.
The reversal has already started. People are getting bigger and older
if you compare the armor suites of the Middle Age or the smaller
doorways of ancient castles. Notice increasing global warming.
Check out and understand why the IPK world standard platinum
kilogram is becoming heavier, too. Many more discoveries are
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